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Abstract: As the importance of renewable generating resources has grown around the world,
South Korea is also trying to expand the proportion of renewable generating resources in the power
generation sector. Among the various renewable energy sources, wind generating resources are
emerging as a key alternative to conventional power generations in the electricity sector in Korea
accounted for 17.7 GW of total capacity by 2030. As wind generating resources are gradually replacing
traditional generating resources, the system security and reliability are negatively affected because of
the variability, due to intermittent outputs. Therefore, existing power grids will need to be correctly
re-measured to cover the large scale of renewable energy, including wind generation. To expand the
grid, we must understand the characteristics of renewable energy and the impact of its adoption
in the grid. In this paper, we analyze various characteristics of wind power generation, and then
we propose a probabilistic power output modeling method to consider the uncertainty of wind
power generation. For the probabilistic approach, Monte-Carlo simulation is used in the modeling
method. The modeled wind power outputs can help planning for the reinforcement and expansion of
power systems to expand the capacity for large-scale renewable energy in the future. To verify the
proposed method, some case studies were performed using empirical data, and probabilistic power
flow calculation was performed by integrating large-scale wind power generation to the Jeju Island
power system. The probabilistic method proposed in this paper can efficiently plan power system
expansion and play a key strategy of evaluating the security of the power system through the results
of stochastic power flow calculation.

Keywords: Weibull distribution; parameter estimation; Monte-Carlo simulation; power grid security
limit; power flow calculation

1. Introduction

As a solution to the exhaustion of fossil fuel energy, the importance of renewable energy has been
recognized by the world; the introduction of renewable energy as a key industry in each country is
becoming a significant issue. The power generation sector in South Korea aims to expand its proportion
of renewable energy generation to 20% and achieve a cumulative installed renewable energy capacity
of 63.8 GW. Of the newly installed capacity, 95% will be supplied by clean energy generated through
wind and solar power, and wind power generation will account for 28%, which is 17.7 GW out of
a total of 63.8 GW by 2030. Unlike conventional resources, wind generation resources (WGR) are
highly variable power sources affected by meteorological factors, such as temperature, wind speed,
and wind direction. If wind power generators are integrated into existing power grids, the intermittent
output can cause uncertainty in the grid and increase the complexity of the power grid’s operation.
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Therefore, it is very important to estimate and analyze wind power generation’s characteristics and
variability for a given period. Several studies have been conducted to operate and plan the power
system in major countries integrated with large-scale renewable energy. For example, The National
Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) considers issues, such as a variety of issues related to renewable
energy technologies, including congestion of transmission, seasonal and diurnal generation profiles,
the variability of wind and solar power, and the influence of variability on the reliability of the electrical
grid through the Regional Energy Deployment System (ReEDS) [1]. The Electric Reliability Council of
Texas (ERCOT) solves optimization problems using probabilistic models to account for uncertainties
in large-scale wind power generation in grid planning [2,3]. On the other hand, South Korea needs
to study the power system operation and planning, reflecting the uncertainty of renewable energy
generation. Accordingly, in this paper, we propose a probabilistic method that can be the basic study
for future expansion planning by modeling the actual power grid of Korea and conducting security
assessments using historical data.

The best method is to estimate the characteristics through in situ tests for several years. However,
another way to employ the probabilistic approach is to use the probability density function with
less time investment and data as this is also useful and necessary [4]. The most common probability
distribution functions used by researchers investigating the characteristics of wind power generation
are the Weibull distribution and Rayleigh functions, both of which relate to the natural characteristics
and essence of wind under certain conditions [5]. The function that researchers mainly use is the Weibull
distribution function, as it has a smaller standard error than the Rayleigh function [6]. The Weibull
function has been employed by researchers about wind energy analysis, including wind speed,
for many years. It has also extensively been used in wind power analysis for many decades [7].
A Weibull distribution function with two parameters is a more accurate and relevant probability
distribution function than other distribution functions [8]. Therefore, a Weibull distribution function
makes it possible to estimate the characteristics of wind power data. In this paper, we analyze the
characteristics of WGR using the Weibull probability distribution. We need to calculate two parameters
that are shape (k) and scale (c). There are several ways to estimate the two parameters. Commonly
used parameter estimation methods are graphical method [9], an empirical method [10], moment
method [11], maximum likelihood method [12–14], and least squares method [15]. In this paper, as the
parameter estimation method for estimating the Weibull distribution, we used the simplest “moment
method” and the “maximum likelihood method” that requires many iterations. The distributions
estimated by the two techniques are used to analyze the goodness of fit using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
method [16]. We also use the fluctuation rate of wind power output to estimate seasonal characteristics
by studying the empirical wind power output data for a year.

We propose various scenarios for case studies based on the wind power outputs modeled by
the probabilistic method. The scenarios are constructed based on seasonal and hourly demands,
and stochastically modeled wind power outputs. The probabilistic modeling techniques are performed
using Monte-Carlo simulations (MCS). MCS is performed by using a stochastic system for decision
making under uncertain circumstances; this is called mock sampling by probabilistic or accidental
results [17]. When sampling, the copula coefficient is used to reflect the correlation between the
samples [18].

The outputs modeled in this way can reflect the seasonality and uncertainty of wind power.
The output modeling and security of the power grid limit analysis procedures performed in this paper
are shown in Figure 1. In Figure 1, the characteristics of wind power are analyzed based on the historical
outputs of various wind farms. The MCS based on the Weibull distribution was performed to model
the output based on the characteristics. In this paper, the Monte-Carlo simulation was performed
considering the correlation of the wind farms, and the seasonal scenarios were constructed based
on the simulation results. To verify the simulations and modeling based on the proposed scenarios,
the Jeju Island in South Korea power grid model was used. Using the probabilistic modeling results
from power outputs proposed in this paper, we analyze the security limits of the grids; power flow
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and voltage violations also have probabilistic results. Thus, from a grid operator’s point of view,
an effective decision can be made through percentiles rather than deterministic values.

Figure 1. Process of the power grid security limit analysis considering probabilistic output modeling.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 analyzes seasonal characteristics of
wind power outputs using empirical data in Jeju Island. Next, in Section 3, we performed probabilistic
wind power output modeling of six wind farms. Section 4 analyzes the security limit of Jeju Island’s
grid-based on the probabilistic method. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section 5.

2. Seasonal Characteristic of Wind Power Outputs

If the large-scale wind power generation is integrated into the existing power grid, it can have
a significant impact on the reliability of the power system. To improve reliability, it is necessary to
analyze the intermittent characteristics and variability of wind power generation and to perform
various case studies. In this section, we precede wind power output modeling with a characteristic
analysis of wind power outputs.

2.1. Wind Power Output Distribution

The Weibull probability distribution was used to estimate the characteristics of wind power
outputs as it is most widely used to study wind energy and other renewable energy resources [19].
The Weibull probability distribution function is given by Equation (1) [20,21]:

f (p) =
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c
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c
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[
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(p
c

)k
]

(1)

where k and c represent shape and scale parameters, respectively, and p is wind power output.
In this study, the characteristics of seasonal wind power output are examined by classifying seasonal
parameters. In this paper, we will fit the distribution using two parameters. The first method is the
moment method; its parameters are calculated through Equations (2) and (3) [11]:

k = (σ/Pm)
−1.086 (2)

c = Pm/Γ(1 + 1/k) (3)

where Pm is the mean wind power output, σ is the standard deviation, and Γ is the gamma function.
In addition, mean wind power output and the standard deviation is calculated by

Pm =
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)
(4)
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σ =
[(∑n

i = 1
(pi − Pm

)]0.5
(5)

where n is the number of observations and Pi is the wind power output measured at the interval i.
The second method is the maximum likelihood method, which is as commonly used as the

moment method. This method requires extensive computational iterations for parameter estimation.
This method uses a likelihood function of the wind output data in a time series format [13]. Equations
(6) and (7) are used to calculate the parameters based on the maximum likelihood method [14].
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(7)

where n is the number of observations and Pi is the wind power output measured at the interval i.
Care must be taken to apply Equation (6) only to the nonzero wind power output data points [13].
According to the MLM condition, every zero measured value are removed from the wind power
output data.

Table 1 shows the results of calculating the Weibull parameters that are divided into spring,
summer, fall, and winter (March–May, June–August, September–November, and December–February,
respectively) [18]. The data used in this study is the wind power outputs of wind farm A located in
Jeju, South Korea, and its rated capacity is 33 MW.

Table 1. Parameter estimation of Weibull distribution using the moment method and maximum
likelihood method.

Seasonal Parameter Moment Maximum Likelihood

Spring Shape 3.135309 0.70511
Scale (MW) 8.57687 7.13422

Summer
Shape 2.297783 0.64068

Scale (MW) 5.230256 4.20719

Fall
Shape 2.777983 0.7697

Scale (MW) 6.476728 5.4572

Winter
Shape 4.109483 0.95253

Scale (MW) 11.00978 10.23425

According to the parameters in Table 1, both the results of the moment method and the maximum
likelihood method resulted in the largest winter shape and scale parameter values and the lowest
summer parameter values. Through these results, wind farm A has a distinct seasonal difference in
wind power distributions. Figure 2 shows the seasonal Weibull probability distribution of wind farm
A estimated based on the two methods previously mentioned.

According to Figure 2, as shown in Table 1, since the moment method-based parameters are
estimated to be larger than the maximum likelihood method, there is a big difference in the form of
the probability distribution. However, the commonality between the two distributions is that the
distribution of wind power in winter is skewed to the right. This means that the wind power outputs
in winter are likely to be higher than in other seasons.
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Figure 2. Seasonal Weibull distributions based on two parameter estimation methods: (a) Seasonal
Weibull distributions of wind farm A based on moment method; (b) seasonal Weibull distributions of
wind farm A based on maximum likelihood method.

2.2. Fluctuation Rate of Wind Power Outputs

In this section, the seasonal variability of wind power outputs is analyzed by calculating
the fluctuation rate based on hourly output variation. The output fluctuation rate is shown in
Equation (8) [22]:

Fluctuation Rate =
Output Variation

Rated Capacity o f Wind Farm
× 100(%) (8)

As shown in Equation (8), the fluctuation rate of wind power output is the hourly wind power
output variation divided by the rated capacity of the wind farm. Previous data was also used to
estimate the wind power output fluctuation rate. Figure 3 shows the wind power output fluctuation
rate per hour of wind farm A.

Figure 3. Hourly fluctuation rate for a year of wind power outputs in wind farm A.

As shown in Figure 3, the wind power output fluctuation rate is negative when output decreases
in the next time frame and positive when it increases in the next time frame. In other words, when the
wind power output value is smaller than now in the next time zone, since the output variation value
has a negative, the fluctuation rate finally has a negative value. Table 2 shows the average, maximum
values, and the standard deviation for the entire period based on the absolute value of the fluctuation
rate to compare the output fluctuation magnitude.
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Table 2. Statistic of seasonal fluctuation rate of wind power outputs.

Fluctuation Rate
(%) Spring Summer Fall Winter

Mean 5.71 3.44 4.82 7.25

St Dev 7.98 5.26 6.36 7.95

Max 65.23 57.39 71.75 65.10

In the case of the average value of each wind farm, the output fluctuation rate in winter is relatively
higher than in other seasons.

As a result of analyzing the wind power outputs over the course of one year through Weibull
distributions and the hourly output fluctuation rates, it was confirmed that wind power has seasonal
characteristics and that outputs and variations are large in the winter. In addition, the output may
fluctuate momentarily in other seasons apart from winter. Therefore, to integrate large-scale wind
power generation in the future, research that reflects the seasonal characteristics and output variability
of wind power generation need to be conducted.

3. Proposed Probabilistic Wind Power Output Model Based on Monte-Carlo Simulation

The need for various case studies is increasing based on the seasonal characteristics of wind power.
Probabilistic approaches are essential to reflect the seasonality, variability, and uncertainty of wind
power generation [23]. The deterministic methods cannot reflect the uncertainty of wind power and
can increase complexity in grid operations or planning because countless power flow calculations must
be performed to reflect them. However, the probabilistic technique proposed in this study can reduce
the complexity of power grid operation because it can perform power flow calculation based on the
probabilistic distribution of wind power outputs using historical data. The proposed probabilistic
technique can help to make an efficient decision regarding grid operation and planning.

3.1. Probabilistic Power Output Modeling Methods

To perform a probability-based case study that reflects the characteristics and uncertainties of
wind power generation, we intend to model wind power output using Monte-Carlo simulation.
The probabilistic output modeling method based on MCS is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Process of probabilistic wind power output modeling.

As shown in Figure 4, before performing the MCS, which extracts random numbers, the Weibull
probability distribution was estimated using seasonal output data. Since the wind power output is
used as a variable having a stochastic value, the intervals of probability distribution should be used
by assigning it to the minimum and maximum rated capacity for each wind farm. For probabilistic
modeling, one year of outputs for six wind farms, including wind farm A, were used in the previous
study. Table 3 shows the rated capacity of six wind farms in Jeju island, South Korea.
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Table 3. Rated capacity of the six farms for the mode the power outputs.

Wind Farms A B C D E F

Rated Capacity
(MW) 33 30 30 30 21 18

For output modeling based on MCS, we first estimated the Weibull probability distribution using
seasonal output data. The method used to estimate the probability distribution is the moment method.
Due to the goodness of fit based on the results of Table 1, the p-value of the parameter estimated by
the moment method is more suitable at the 5% significance level than the MLH method. The method
used for the goodness of fit test is Kolmogorov-Smirnov, a nonparametric statistical method. This is
a test of whether the sample distribution is similar to the estimated theoretical distribution under
the null hypothesis [24]. Second, the Spearman correlation coefficient of the Weibull distributions
for each of six wind farms was calculated. The Spearman correlations were used as an appropriate
correlation coefficient to determine the relationship between extreme or outlier values in the data.
When performing MCS, the copula function is used to reflect the correlation between the two wind
farms. The copula is a function that indicates the correlation or dependence between random variables;
it can accurately calculate and predict the uncertainty of outputs by reflecting the correlation when
performing simulations [25]. Tables 4–7 shows the correlation coefficients among the seasonal Weibull
distributions of the six wind farms. According to Tables 4–7, the highest correlation occurred between
wind farms A and D in every season. We can see that A and E and A and F are also correlated.
Therefore, in the Monte-Carlo simulations using the copula coefficient, a random number was extracted
by reflecting the correlation of each wind farm.

Table 4. The correlation coefficients on spring among the seasonal Weibull distributions of the six farms.

A B C D E F

A 1.0
B 0.66 1.0
C 0.57 0.38 1.0
D 0.91 0.6 0.52 1.0
E 0.59 0.4 0.34 0.54 1.0
F 0.75 0.5 0.43 0.68 0.45 1.0

Table 5. The correlation coefficients on summer among the seasonal Weibull distributions of the
six farms.

A B C D E F

A 1.0
B 0.61 1.0
C 0.44 0.27 1.0
D 0.89 0.55 0.39 1.0
E 0.56 0.35 0.25 0.5 1.0
F 0.68 0.42 0.31 0.61 0.39 1.0

Table 6. The correlation coefficients on fall among the seasonal Weibull distributions of the six farms.

A B C D E F

A 1.0
B 0.1 1.0
C 0.48 0.05 1.0
D 0.87 0.09 0.42 1.0
E 0.70 0.07 0.34 0.61 1.0
F 0.72 0.07 0.35 0.63 0.51 1.0
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Table 7. The correlation coefficients on winter among the seasonal Weibull distributions of the six farms.

A B C D E F

A 1.0
B 0.43 1.0
C 0.50 0.22 1.0
D 0.87 0.38 0.44 1.0
E 0.66 0.29 0.34 0.58 1.0
F 0.67 0.29 0.35 0.59 0.45 1.0

3.2. Results of Monte-Carlo Simulation

In this section, a total of 100,000 MCSs were performed through the fitted Weibull probability
distributions representing the correlations by Copula. The 100,000 random numbers extracted were
assigned a 95% confidence interval, including the median of the samples. Figure 5 shows the seasonal
MCS results of wind farm A as an example, and these are discrete probability distributions.

Figure 5. Seasonal Monte-Carlo simulation results allocated with a confidence interval of wind power
outputs in wind farm A: (a) The MCS results of spring; (b) the MCS results of summer; (c) the MCS
results of fall; (d) the MCS results of winter.

The blue part in Figure 5 represents the 95% confidence interval, which includes the mean
population [26]. Table 8 summarizes the minimum and maximum sampling values for the 95%
confidence interval. This means that there is a 95% probability that data will occur between the
minimum and maximum wind power outputs.

The probabilistic wind power output modeling proposed in this paper estimates the power range
of each power plant in each season. In the next section, we will configure the power grid model and
scenarios for security limit analyses of the power grid.
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Table 8. Minimum and maximum values of wind power outputs corresponding to 95% confidence
interval based on Monte Carlo simulation.

Wind Farms A B C D E F

Spring min 2.07 2.90 2.27 1.80 0.68 1.63
max 12.51 13.53 12.29 11.87 8.01 10.64

Summer
min 1.06 1.51 0.96 0.87 0.37 0.57
max 9.19 10.41 8.93 9.11 7.06 7.67

Fall
min 1.71 1.26 2.32 0.82 0.55 1.21
max 10.35 9.82 12.14 9.35 6.94 9.20

Winter
min 4.49 4.90 5.41 3.59 2.29 4.06
max 15.12 21.55 16.55 15.13 10.45 13.59

4. Probabilistic Security Limit Analysis for Power Grids

The Jeju power grid was modeled on the empirical system data for probabilistic security limit
analysis. The seasonal Jeju power grid was modeled based on each peak load. There are six
buses integrated with wind farms, and the HVDC (High-Voltage Direct Current) bus of 80 MW is
connected to the land. It is assumed that no other renewable energy resource exists except wind power.
Herein, we construct some scenarios for a case study based on wind farms whose output data are
within the estimated range. Currently, grid operators consider the security of a power grid against
the peak loads in summer and winter only. If the security limit analysis is performed by applying the
seasonal scenarios based on the probabilistic method proposed in this paper, the voltage stability and
line overload can be considered more effective than those obtained using the conventional method.

4.1. Probabilistic Scenarios for Security Limit Analysis

The base scenarios were modeled by season for comparison with the probabilistic scenarios to
reflect the seasonal characteristics and uncertainties of wind power generation, and the total supply
from the grid, including wind power, is 110% of the load. A summary of the scenarios for all four base
cases are shown in Table 9.

Table 9. Deterministic scenarios for security limit analysis of the Jeju power grid.

MW Spring Summer Fall Winter

Load 810 910 770 880
Existing Power Generation 729 839 685 806

Wind Power Generation 162 162 162 162

In Table 9, the scenarios are classified by season, and the sum of the existing power generation
and wind power generation implies that the total meets the power load and an additional 10% reserve
capacity. All four scenarios have the same wind power generation capacity, which is the deterministic
value of wind farm capacity that does not take into account seasonal characteristics and uncertainties
in wind power outputs. Therefore, the base scenarios can be compared with the probabilistic scenarios
proposed in this study. Table 10 shows the scenarios for the probabilistic grid security assessment based
on the results of the stochastic wind power output modeling. Table 10 also shows the probabilistic
scenarios classified by seasons, and unlike Table 9, each instance of wind power capacity has a range
with minimum and maximum values. In Table 10, the sum of the minimum and maximum values of
the existing power generation and the wind power generation in the table is calculated to be 110% of
the seasonal peak load. The wind power generation values represent the probabilistic wind power
output modeling results performed in Section 3.
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Table 10. Probabilistic scenarios for security limit analysis of the Jeju power grid.

MW Spring Summer Fall Winter

Load 810 910 770 880
Existing Power Generation 822.15–879.65 948.63–995.66 789.2–839.13 875.61–943.00

Wind Power Generation 11.35–68.85 5.34–52.37 7.87–57.8 24.74–92.39

The wind power capacities given in Table 10 include all six wind farms analyzed in this study.
Unlike the base scenario, since it represents a probability range with 95% reliability, the result of voltage
violation and line overload after N-1 contingency can also be represented as a range.

4.2. Probabilistic Security Limit Analysis of Jeju Island

For the probabilistic security limit analysis, we reviewed the Jeju power grid-based on the scenarios
shown in Table 10. The case study results for all four scenarios are compared with the results of the
deterministic base cases in Table 9. Herein, we use the summer scenario case study as an example.
Figure 6a,b shows the pre and post N-1 contingencies of the grid to which the summer scenario of
Table 9 is applied. The contingency means simulating any faults that may occur in the power grid for
the case study. In N-k contingency, k is the number of system equipment that has failed, and N-1 means
a single failure. In this paper, we reviewed whether supply failure, line overload, and voltage violation
problems occurred in the event of a single failure to review the grid security as specified in the reliability
standard. Therefore, we selected the most critical line in this grid. Figures 6 and 7 show the results
of the case study based on the summer data of the scenarios shown in Tables 9 and 10, respectively.
Figure 6 shows the deterministic scenario results for comparison with Figure 7. The background color
in Figure 6 represents the bus voltage (pu), and it means 0.95 to 1.05 pu from blue to red. The pie chart
shown on each line in Figure 6 indicate the line overload rate, and the pie chart appears in red when
the overload rate is above 100%.

In Figure 6b, it can be seen that more than 100% of line overload occurs in the eastern region,
where the wind farms are concentrated, both pre and post the contingency. The voltage is observed to
have dropped slightly since the contingency, but there is no voltage violation. The total line overload
was estimated to be 98.09 MW. Figure 7 shows the results of the case study for the probabilistic summer
scenario proposed in this work; as in Figure 6, the results pre and post-N-1 contingency are presented.

Figure 6. Review of case study with summer deterministic scenario: (a) Results of security analysis
pre-N-1 contingency; (b) results of security analysis post-N-1 contingency.
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Figure 7. Review of case study with probabilistic summer scenario: (a) Results of security analysis
pre-N-1 contingency; (b) results of security analysis post-N-1 contingency.

As mentioned previously, summer wind power generation is very likely to have lower capacity
than the other seasons. Therefore, over 100% of the line overload did not exist in regions where the
wind farms were integrated. However, as seen in both Figure 7a,b, overloads occurred on the line to
which the existing generators were connected. In the case of post-N-1 contingency, the voltage was
lowered overall, but there were no voltage violations, resulting in 116% of line overload on the new line
in the center part of Jeju Island. The total overload was estimated to be approximately 65.7–79.2 MW
after the failure of those two specific lines. The results of applying the two scenarios for security
evaluation of the power system during the summer season are as follows:

• There were no voltage violations in both scenarios;
• The total line overload for the post-N-1 contingency of the critical line in a deterministic scenario

is about 98.9 MW;
• The total line overload for the post-N-1 contingency of the critical line in a probabilistic scenario is

65.7–79.2 MW.

In summer, wind power generation is unlikely to occur at the rated capacity. The deterministic
scenarios that do not reflect the seasonality and uncertainty of wind power could lead to excessive
grid investments in the future and excessive curtailment of wind power during grid operations.
Probabilistic scenarios, however, enable efficient decision-making on grid investments.

5. Conclusions

With the growing importance of renewable energy around the world, South Korea aims to supply
approximately 20% of the requirements of the electricity sector via renewable energy generation,
including wind generation resources, by 2030. Wind power generation is a highly variable resource.
Therefore, it is necessary to understand its characteristics and analyze the integration of the existing
power system with large-scale wind power generation. In this paper, we propose a probabilistic
security limit analysis of a power grid to improve the power system reliability and efficiency of grid
operation and planning when large-scale wind power generation is integrated. Wind power output
characteristics were analyzed using historical empirical data, and the outputs were stochastically
modeled. Based on the outputs of the proposed method, various scenarios were established for case
studies, and security limits were assessed by applying these scenarios to the modeled Jeju power
system. For the probabilistic output modeling method, various security limit analyses reflecting the
uncertainties and variabilities comprising the limitations of the deterministic method are possible.
This is expected to play a key role in developing hedging strategies for investment decisions on power
grid expansion planning with extensive wind power penetration. However, the analysis performed in
this paper examined thermal limits of line, voltage violations, and contingency analysis for a simply
modeled grid system. Therefore, further research on various situations is needed. According to
previous studies of transmission planning or security analysis based on the probabilistic approaches,
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from a security perspective, probabilistic voltage and transient stability assessment are key issues
toward probabilistic transmission planning [27]. For transmission expansion planning, scenario-specific
fault, load flow, reactive power, and stability analysis (dynamic analysis) should be performed [28].

We will perform a numerous load flow analysis is based on the proposed probabilistic simulation
results. In this way, security analysis based on several scenarios will be conducted to derive numerical
results that can be used in transmission expansion planning. This would have a more valid result,
which would help the transmission operator’s decision to expand the future grid.
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